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 “May the God steadfastness and encouragement grant you to live in 

harmony with one another”.  The scriptures have lead us over the last several 

months to the importance of living in community with one another, and today is 

no exception.  I love to preach upon this on a communion Sunday since the word 

communion, a derivative of “community” means just that.  The moment when we 

come to the table of the Lord not as individuals but together, all welcome no 

matter our station in life, no matter what we have done or left undone, no matter 

if we feel unworthy – at that moment we are worthy, we are no longer I but 

become a much stronger, “we”.  The general point of Paul’s words to the Romans 

is that God’s decision, enabled by Christ, to unite Jews and Gentiles into one 

people of God is not a recent divine decision, but given the quotations from the 

Old Testament within this passage, was God’s intention from the beginning.   Paul 

is encouraging us to accept all members of our community, weak and strong, and 

within that vision, we may face the future with hope. 

 Hope – a word we hear frequently but one that maybe we don’t always 

truly embrace.  I hope you have a nice weekend, I hope you like this cake I made 

for you, I hope you have a wonderful time on your vacation – wishes like this we 

hear frequently and it is always given with great spirit but the hope that is spoken 

here in our scripture is a much more powerful type of hope.  It is not a wish for us 

but it is a true belief that this kind of existence – this kind of peace and harmony – 
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not only may come to pass but is intended to.  Let’s consider humans were 

created to live in harmony and yet we  fight our own God given desire to love and 

respect our fellow humans.  When we are in constant conflict, it causes suffering 

for ourselves and for the world.  We see the result of it every day.   

 One of my favorite parts of the American Christmas is children believing in 

Santa Claus.  Oh I’m sure there’s psychologists out there who would argue it’s not 

good for kids but  what I see is children filled with hope and belief that what they 

hope for will come through.  They also believe this because they have to do their 

part and be kind, and nice or they’ll be on the naughty list.  It’s fun, it’s a nice 

distraction from the dreariness of life sometimes.   

But our scripture is offers something much more powerful than Santa 

Claus.  ”May the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, so that 

you may abound in hope by the power of the Holy Spirit.”   

This message is that God believes in us – individually and as a people.  And 

God created a world where we can share in its resources, offer each other 

support and love, and truly bring peace to the world.  Because we have something 

much bigger than Santa – we have the Holy Spirit.  The Holy Spirit driving us 

toward that light.  Paul brackets this passage with a twofold reminder that hope is 

at the heart of the gospel of salvation.  He begins by maintaining that everything 

“written in former days was written… (so that) we might have hope.”  He is 

referring, not to some generalized emotion that ignore3s reality and insists that 

everything will turn out fine, but to a core kind of trust that relies on the 

steadfastness of God and enables us to be steadfast, no matter how dire the 

situation.  The hope of which Paul writes is not a pie-in-the-sky kind of optimism.  
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Neither is it a cheery denial of the painful realities of life and death, injustice and 

suffering.  Paul has wagered his life on a hope that is grounded in the promises of 

God and looks forward to the reality to which the gospel of Jesus Christ bears 

witness. 

The Holy Spirit implants that unending, unflappable desire for us to truly 

believe in a future filled with joy and peace. We come here week after week, read 

scriptures and pray.  Because we believe – not in Santa – we believe in a powerful 

God that can transform and redeem us and our world.   

Listen to these beautiful words written by poet Rainer Maria Rilke:  “My 

eyes already touch the sunny hill, going far ahead of the road I have begun.  So we 

are grasped by what we cannot grasp; it has its inner light, even from a distance – 

and changes us, even if we do not reach it, into something else, which, hardly 

sensing it, we already are.” 

Hope is the light that draws us onward toward the peace and harmony that 

only God can give. 

Harmony – as I mentioned earlier – we are inclined to move away from it 

though God has created us for it.  We have built boarders, we hoard resources 

that others need, we pollute waters needed by others and yet we are motivated 

and inclined to care for one another.  We support charities, we promote our 

Bacons Blessings programs and others because again, the Holy Spirit drives us to 

that light.  Our Old Testament scripture form Isaiah gives us that iconic picture of 

the lion laying down with the lamb.  We share videos with one another of oddities 

from the animal kingdom when a cat adopts a racoon in her litter or a rat who 
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rides on the back of a cat…they are endearing not because they are cute but 

because they instinctually warm our hearts to imagine, if prey and predator can 

put aside their instinct, perhaps man can too. 

While its wonderful to have hope for the future, how can we believe and 

exist in that harmony today?  Isaiah’s word is a word of security for now, for 

people like us living in unstable and frightening times, and not just a word about a 

secure future…how?  According to Isaiah, the transformation from a culture of 

fear to a world at peace begins with a stump.  Out of something that appears 

finished, lifeless, left behind, comes the sign of new life – a green sprig.  This is 

how hope gets started – it emerges from some unexpected place.  So where is the 

stump here at Bacon Memorial?  Where is it in your life?  A tiny sprig of newness?  

Is it the Operation Christmas Child boxes?  Is it Bacons Blessings?  Is it the new 

slate of Elders and Deacons that will lead our ministry in the next few years?   

Hope is all around us if we allow the Holy Spirit to open our eyes and our 

hearts.  Light shines upon us each and every day.  If you are struggling right now, 

somewhere inside of you is a glimmer of hope and it cannot be smothered.  It is 

not us who usher in a new era, it is God.   So what is in Santa’s sleigh for us this 

year?  It is a fresh set of eyes filled with hope and a belief that love and light will 

follow.   

 

Amen. 


